The Global Authority for Serials Knowledge
The need for an up-to-date classified list of foreign and domestic periodicals has long been felt. Libraries must provide a method adequate to the tremendous task of making immediately accessible the vast amount of material contained in current periodicals, and also (they) must maintain a staff adequate to assist the research worker.

Carolyn Farquhar Ulrich
Head of Periodicals Department
New York Public Library
1926
ULRICH’S™
GLOBAL SERIALS INTELLIGENCE
THE GLOBAL AUTHORITY FOR SERIALS KNOWLEDGE AND ANALYSIS

For more than 75 years, librarians and publishers have trusted Ulrich’s as the authoritative serials resource for unbiased, in-depth information about journals, magazines, newspapers, and other periodicals around the world. Ulrich’s dedicated data managers perform ongoing research and publisher outreach to ensure the most current, multi-faceted view of the scope, availability, and quality of serials resources worldwide.

The combined power of Ulrichsweb™ Global Serials Directory and Ulrich’s™ Serials Analysis System helps librarians and publishers build the best serials collections for their unique user communities.

The foundation for the Ulrich’s Global Serials Intelligence services is the Ulrich’s knowledgebase, the world’s most authoritative source of bibliographic and publisher information for serials.

Ulrich’s knowledgebase is the most comprehensive source of print and electronic serials data available and features in-depth coverage for more than 300,000 serials from 90,000 publishers covering 950 subject areas and 200 languages.

Since 1932, Ulrich’s has been recognized as the leader in gathering and publishing serials information. Today, Ulrich’s brings comprehensive serials knowledge to librarians and researchers everywhere. The Ulrich’s knowledgebase is accessible online via Ulrichsweb, which provides OpenURL linking to your library’s catalog and other serials resources, and is the foundation for Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System.
GATHERING THE WORLD OF SERIALS INTELLIGENCE IN ONE PLACE

When you need information about serials publications and their providers, you want that information to be easy to find and up to date. Look no further than Ulrichswest™ Global Serials Directory, the comprehensive authority for more than 300,000 periodicals of all types from more than 90,000 publishers and providers worldwide.

By using Ulrichswest, librarians and patrons can avoid the frustration and time-consuming process of gathering serials information in bits and pieces from various sources. Only Ulrichswest brings together the latest bibliographic and provider details you need in one location, with links to publisher and journal websites, your library’s other serials resources—and more.

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
Librarians, students, faculty, and other library users can easily search and discover extensive serials knowledge through one easy-to-use interface backed by the world’s most authoritative serials knowledgebase.

WORKFLOW INTEGRATION
Multiple linking options connect users from search results to your library’s OPAC, OpenURL resolver, and subscription services such as JCR Web, ScienceDirect, and the Copyright Clearance Center’s Permissions Direct.

COMPREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE
Detailed bibliographic records provide data such as ISSN and title, publisher, online availability, subject area, language, abstracting and indexing coverage, list prices, searchable tables of contents, and full-text reviews.

PERSONALIZATION TOOLS
Ulrich’s Alert can be tailored by individual users, and custom features such as Lists enable all users to easily save and share relevant search results with colleagues.
ULRICH’S™
SERIALS ANALYSIS SYSTEM
PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE SERIALS KNOWLEDGE FOR ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

When you need to know whether your library’s serials are meeting the needs of your library’s users, collection analysis and assessment tools are essential to your success. Librarians around the world use Ulrich’s to help them build the most relevant serials collections for their user communities. The robust analysis and reporting capabilities of Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System help you save time and make informed decisions about which print and electronic serials best meet the needs of your patrons, researchers, and faculty.

ULRICH’S SERIALS ANALYSIS SYSTEM OFFERS A BROAD CONTEXT FOR EVALUATING SERIALS COLLECTIONS

Focused Exclusively on Serials
Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System is the only global, comprehensive collection analysis service dedicated exclusively to serials evaluation and serials collection assessment.

Customized Reporting Options
Detailed title-by-title reports can be generated ‘on the fly,’ making it possible for you to easily review and share critical information about your serials collection when you need it.

Multiple Baselines of Measurement
You may easily establish benchmarks for your own collection, your consortium’s collection, the offerings of specific providers, or other serials in the Ulrich’s knowledgebase.

Comprehensive Serials Data
Your library’s serials information is merged and enriched with comprehensive content from Ulrichweb, bringing external and internal data together for informed serials decision-making.

Only Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System can provide the comprehensive context required for successful serials evaluation. You can identify the qualities, strengths, and weaknesses of serials your library currently offers—as well as identify serials that could enhance or refine your library’s collection. Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System provides you with multiple baselines of measurement, the ability to choose what you want to compare, and detailed title-by-title reports that can be saved or shared.
ULRICH’S™ AND SERIALS SOLUTIONS®
PROVIDING COMPLETE INFORMATION, ACCESS, AND ANALYSIS FOR SERIALS

Serials Solutions is your exclusive source for Ulrichsweb™ and Ulrich’s™ Serials Analysis System including sales, service, and support. Together, Serials Solutions and Ulrich’s provide the broadest and deepest coverage of serials information anywhere. Librarians worldwide use these solutions to access, analyze, and build the best serials collections for their unique user communities.

LIBRARIANS AND PATRONS BENEFIT FROM ONE UNIFIED E-RESOURCE ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT SERVICE

Mutual subscribers of Ulrichsweb and Serials Solutions can take advantage of options that integrate Ulrich’s services with the Serials Solutions® 360 e-resource tools.

- Ulrichsweb can be configured as both a source and a target of OpenURL links to Serials Solutions® 360 Link to connect users to detailed bibliographic information about the full-text journals, refereed publications, and other resources to which your library subscribes.
- Bi-directional linking with the Serials Solutions® 360 Core E-Journal Portal lets users link directly from Ulrich’s records to your library’s titles, and lets users get complete bibliographic details for titles displayed in your A-to-Z Title List.
- Ulrichsweb can be searched by Serials Solutions® 360 Search, providing federated search results directly from Ulrich’s.
- Ulrich’s™ Serials Analysis System subscribers who also are Serials Solutions subscribers can create ISSN lists of their e-resource holdings in the Serials Solutions Client Center for easy uploading into their Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System account.

Librarians and publishers worldwide use Ulrich’s Global Serials Intelligence to research, analyze, and assess serials and serials collections. You can, too. Find out more!

ulrichsinfo@serialssolutions.com
www.serialssolutions.com
www.ulrichsweb.com
1-866-SERIALS
Ulrich’s™ Global Serials Intelligence services are named after Carolyn Farquhar Ulrich, Head of Periodicals at the New York Public Library during the early part of the 20th century. Since its inception, Ulrich’s has been the global source for periodicals information. Miss Ulrich’s first compilation, which quickly became the preeminent authority on periodicals, was released in 1932 as “Periodicals Directory: A Classified Guide to a Selected List of Current Periodicals Foreign Domestic.”

The large, multi-volume print edition of Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory quickly became a key component of serials librarianship around the world. Today, Ulrichsweb is the essential online service that provides direct, searchable access to the leading serials knowledgebase and is fully integrated with Ulrich’s Serials Analysis System to create the Ulrich’s Global Serials Intelligence services.

Throughout its history, Ulrich’s has been the authoritative information source librarians trust to provide comprehensive, unbiased coverage of the world’s periodicals. The Ulrich’s data management and development teams are dedicated to continuing this relationship through ongoing updates and maintenance of the Ulrich’s knowledgebase and the regular enhancement of the Ulrich’s Global Serials Intelligence services.
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